
Technique Dispel The Darkness

Instructions from Lantos

Regarding Hurricane Sandy

and Other Events October 24,2012
Last night, following an earthquake off the shore of Canada, a tsunami struck Hawaii. As we made 
preparations for the tsunami, Cindy spoke to Lantos. She was originally going to ask him if he had 
any instructions for the tsunami, and then she was also going to ask him if he had any instructions 
for the large storms approaching the East Coast of the United States.

However, Lantos did not wait for Cindy to ask any questions. Instead, he appeared and immediately
began speaking. Here is what he said:

"The winds and the waves rise up. The storms come. As the darkness moves, the oceans churn. As 
the broom hits, the dust flies.

"We ask each Master of the precious Light of Genesis to perform the technique for protection, 
which was given a few days ago. It is with this action that we will best offer protection during this 
turbulence.

[Cindy: How many times should one do this?]

"Daily. Perform this technique daily and in each household. ...

"Very good.

You have received the instructions.

Now go."

Lantos gives instructions for the Technique to 
Dispel the Clouds of Darkness.
Click Here to go to our website page featuring the message from October 24th

Here are the instructions for this technique:

Place the Dark Violet Wheel of Transformation in your left hand
Place a BioOscillator in your right hand
Slowly turn in a clockwise direction, BioOscillating out in all directions
While you are BioOscillating out in all directions and turning yourself in a clockwise direction, 
issue the following command:

"Mighty Eternal Light dispel the darkness! Mighty Eternal Light dispel the darkness! Mighty 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001s3hBH0R1grVgvCxv2iAL024S0GgIgflB0rfW_9JH8dyf7wMCA6ZuBNmPbAxLZ1Yp_qSCdgBCQHNs4esocVe6KPCbacQ_W00b-9h3m5flxXYt8_vDTnLkPj8VUTNRusZOmPACq8T6c_ccaOphSmUAFbMT_UAKfVvD1-fqQd_WSXNkdIsBgwxyOhFqmLc1c9y1qHBrOlmQv-U=


Eternal Light dispel the darkness!"
(You will say the command three times)

It is best if this activity is performed in the presence of the Great Seal of Genesis--standing beneath 
the Great Seal
Perform this activity once every day for each house

Even if you do not live in the path of Hurricane Sandy, you should begin immediately performing 
this Technique to Dispel the Darkness, and make sure to do it every day. If you have friends or 
family who live nearby, you should consider doing this technique each day in their houses, as well.

Thank you for your help as we go through the Great Transformation! And be sure to listen to the 
weekly conference call every Wednesday evening for updated information.

Sincerely,

BioGenesis
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